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Nyx matte bronzer deep tan

1.23 x 2.93 x 2.91 inches; 2.1 Ounce Currently, goods can only be shipped within the U.S. and to APO/FPO addresses. For APO/FPO shipments, contact the manufacturer for warranties and support issues. This item can be sent to selected countries outside the U.S. For more information 4.5 out of 5 stars, 4,558 #2,980 in Beauty &amp; Personal Care (See Top 100 in Beauty
&amp; Personal Care), #3 in the Face of Bronzers is discontinued Manufacturer Visit the Help section or contact us Figure not available forColour: Rated 4.16 out of 5 stars1188 ReviewsMost Helpful Positive Review I bought this product more than 3 months ago. It's great for contouring. It is flawless and has a very soft texture. My only concern with this product is that you have to
use more product if you have a darker skin tone than me. The most useful critical ReviewMeAs the effect that this bronzer gives me. I use it to contour my face. It's not too dark and I have to use quite a bit to get a decent effect. However, I like it because I'm not into the dark outline right now, so it works for me. I use it with the matte finishing spray &amp; it stays on very well.
Another quality NYX product :)Reviewed 1188 customers5Allie from Santa Fe, NMBeen is looking for a good bronzer and I found it. Pigment is great. I recommend a deep tan for medium to light medium skin tones. Great5Great from LaGreatMaj buy this product again3Joyce from Chandler, AZFirst time bronzer user, so I can't give a sufficient comparison to know if it's the one. But
I found the color too dark - returned to light and better match. I like it!4Lissette from Long Island, NYI likes it a lot! I would recommend! Pretty fine bronzer3Y're.a.Natural from Middlesex, NJPerfect shade bronzer. I always tried to find a bronzer that wasn't too dark or blended nicely into the skin, but this bronzer was the perfect fit. However, like most bronzeers I thought it would
come with an applicator or sponge based on what the container looks like, but it's just a bronzer and it's a bit pricy. This bronzer leaves a radiant surface without feeling like you're wearing too much. Overall, I would recommend to everyone.the amazing 10/105e of austin light shade is perfect for me. its not too orange and blends so easilyHorrible1B of HomeThe color is not even
bronze, it looks rosyNie bronze1Emily from MichiganThy bronzer is literally not bronze at all. It has a copper base. You look like the red dirt you see in the south. It's horrible. Allergic reactions1CH from IllinoisLoved the way this bronzer used, but after the day of use I took off my makeup to see the bee all where I used bronzer. Girls with sensitive skin beware! Pretty good
bronzer4Diana from Chicago, ILIs generally pretty good, just a tad bit orange. The sun kissed5Jackie from New York Great natural color. Not orange-looking. Not for my skin tone2Mariahnoel from Detroit Very ORANGE for my pink undertone.. would work great for someone with a warm skin tone. Almost like blush.2Shyann from CaliforniaThich was a very nice bronzer. He's
blessed well and didn't come through the day. But it had such a strong pink/red undertone. I don't recommend it if you don't have red undertones. If you do, then this is perfect for you! I like it! Just it looked pink/red on my skin:(To dark for being the lightest shade available.3Rae from Sacramento I have a very fair skin tone and this product was too dark for being bronzer. Now I use
for contours. Very red undertone3Shyann from SacramentoThird bronzer is amazing if you have red skin. I don't. When the bronzer came it looked like blush! But I used it:( It was a little red for my skin. I do not recommend1Vanessa from Chicago I just got this product, and when I opened it there was no small protector through the mirror. So when I opened it, the mirror was
scratched like it was being used. How did this happen? The product appeared to be intact, but as the mirror is scratched. It also came without a bloated applicator, which I'm not sure it has. I had no intention of buying this product.5Jacque from COLORADOI want to ED another brand that is not yet available. So I reluctantly picked up this bronzer. To my lucky surprise, its actually
the best I've used. I'll be trying out other products now! Good Product5Alex in the aisle from IndianapolisMy go-to bronzer for the last 5 yearsLove it5Fay of OhGreat colors and blends well! Great for price4Treen beans from Philadelphia paNever tried before. He gave it a chance because you can't beat the prize. I'm naturally olive skin tone, and it matched my perfect time with out
is too much. My fiance hates it when I'm orange or too bronze! This is a nice glow, but the tan is not orange at all like some bronzers. And it's nice bc it's matte not all shimmering like the others. It's okay3Ashley b from New York I like it, but it's not my favoriteNOT bronzer1pame from Los Angeles Very pink. Almost like dark blush. Not brown AT ALLReally good bronzer for
price5Sburb from Dallas, TXI really likes this bronzer. Cheap! I like that it's also matte. Best Matte Bronzer5Ash from Long Beach, CaI prefer to use it as a blush, bronzer or outline. I also add a highlight to it. Its beautiful. I like how I can make summer look neutral. I've used this bronzer for many years and it was hard to find anything so close to this. Nice5Rebecca from
KentuckyOrdering product online, especially makeup can be difficult. The ulta made it easy and I got the shadow I wanted ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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